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Through their vigorous13
Lee Sung-hun, and Jung Yak-yong.

efforts, the number of new converts increased daily. The

unique characteristic here was, as was mentioned before, the

fact that the introduction and spread of the gospel was

brought about by the Koreans themselves. Also was the fact

that the pioneers who lead this religious movement were mainly

from the intellectuals, namely social leaders from the Yangban

class, landowners, and so on. They themselves decided on a

Sabbath day and kept it. Also Kwon Il-shin received the posi-

tion of bishop, while Lee Sung-hun, Lee So-won, Choi Chang-hyun,

14
and Yoo Hwan-kom were ordained as priests. While they were

in Peking studying Catholic doctrine under a priest residing

there, after the result of several inquires, the ancestral

sacrificial system was declared to be contrary to the worship

of God,^J and was labeled by the biship a pagan superstitution

that Catholics were forbidden to practice. Because of this,

numerous believers suffered great difficulties, and the first

martyrs were Yun Gi-chung and Kwon Sang-yun. On account of

their refusal to perform ancestral sacrifice, they offered

up their lives to God.^ Subsequently, the administrators

regarded Roman Catholicism as a heretic religion advocating

hatred of parents and the king, and thus became the reason

17
for the persecution. ' In other words, the banning of

ancestral sacrifice was considerered apostasy against the
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state worship.

One reason for the persecution of the Roman Catholic Church

in Korea was the fact that it came in conflict with Confucianist

tradition, a tradition suffused with ancestral sacrifice. The

conflict resulted immediately in religious persecution. Here,

concerning a missio-theological viewpoint, is an inherent

problem. Namely, what attitude should Christianity take with

regard to the heathenistic cultural milieu. Also, Christianity

was the victim of party strife and struggle. Even Yoon Gi-chung's

19
martyrdom, which could have ended as a family problem, ' was

regarded as a method to eradicate political opponents--under

the name of Choksa Wejong--a movement to eliminate corrupting

influences and maintain pure elements, and the upshot of all

20
this was the precipitation of the Shinhae-Gyonam. Next was

Shamanism, which is deeply rooted in Korean society.

But after 100 years of persistent repression, Roman

Catholicism did not give up and has succeeded down to this

very day. Currently, in Catholicism, while ancestral sacri-

fice is regarded as of no particular value in attaining salva-

tion, it is accepted as a fact of the people's folk conscious-

ness. Namely, on Dec. 8, 1931, the Vatican in an official

instruction, said that the "Confucianist sacrificial system,"

that is, the worship of Confucianism and the offering of

sacrifices for one's ancestors, have become, with the changes

in the times and customs, presently simply an expression of
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22loyalty to one's ancestors and nothing more, and this in

effect allowed ancestral sacrifice for Catholics.

2. The Problem of Ancestral Sacrifice in Protestantism

Like in the case of the Catholic Church, Protestantism

came to Korea not by foreigners but by the hands of the

Koreans themselves who then spread the gospel. Just as that

faced by the Roman Catholic Church, in the Protestant Church

also it was inevitable that friction would arise over the

question of ancestral sacrifice. From early times, the custom

and problem of ancestral sacrifice arose. The very first

Christians experienced this problem. The first Christian was

secretly baptized, and it was never revealed to his family that

he had repented and become a Christian. But because he ignored

ancestral sacrifice, naturally suspicions were harbored by

23other people about him.

For the first missionaries to Korea, concerning this

custom of ancestral sacrifice, whether or not to establish

a policy was a major problem, and a decision regarding this

involved no small amount of difficulty. Namely, regarding a

remedy for this problem of ancestral sacrifice, there were

three suggestions: recognition, compromise, and opposition.

And the missionaries without hesitation selected the

24
third method, opposition.
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Rev. Moffett, in 1893» classified believers into two groups

1) those who are applying to enter, and

2) those who are already baptized.

Concerning the former (now called doctrine learners), after

a three-month period of instruction is completed, the abolition

of home idol worship and ancestral sacrifice, of the SongsoO\

Holiday, and excessive filial piety to one's parents, the

forbidding of having a concubine, family reform (e.g., in the

treatment of one's children), and banning of alcholol, lying,

stealing, adultery, etc.

,

all take place. All these wicked

habits must be thrown away, and the believer must work hard

and make an adequate family living. The new believer would

have to pledge to keep the rules and regulations of his new

faith, and the baptized person who became a new believer under-

went a training period, and these regulations still control

the faith life of the believers.

^

While stationed in Wolsan, J. S. Gale was faced with the

problem of ancestral sacrifice. Before he made his decision,

the Christian had to sign a written statement. Gale's opinion

was more or less that ancestral sacrifice is a violation of

the teachings of the Protestant Church, and that such sacri-

fice was "foolish."

Even though this method in a small degree might possibly

be a democratic method in a branch church, nationwide it is

impossible. But as the gospel spread widely, ancestral
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sacrifice was asserted to be a violation of Christian funda-

mentals, so a forbidding of the ceremony became a necessary

27
condition when entering the Christian Church m Korea.

On account of this, those who became Protestants couldn't

offer sacrifices to ancestors. This problem did not result

in severe punishment for Roman Catholics, but it became common
pO

for such people to be thrown out of home and family.

In the Protestant Chruch, the problem of ancestral sacri-

fice has created a large degree of public criticism. On Sep-

tember 1, 1920, an incident reported in the Dongah Daily

happened in Yongju, Kyungsang Buk Province, where a man named

Kwon Song-Hwa lived. His wife, a certain Mrs. Pak , who was

extremely pious regarding filial peity, after her mother-in-

law passed away, as an expression of sincerity she set the

sacrificial table for morning and evening meals just like when

her mother-in-law was still alive. Meanwhile, her husband,

Mr. Kwon, after he became a Christian, forbade his wife to do

the above expression of filial piety. Then the wife pleaded to

be permitted to continue expressing her filial piety in the

traditional Korean method, but her husband refused, so she

labeled her husband guilty of the sin of undutifulness.

Therefore, she believed it was appropriate for her to commit

suicide in order to receive forgiveness. So the wife buried

her mother-in-law's ancestral tablet in a undefiled place,

then she immediately went to a nearby stream, threw herself
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29
into the water, and killed herself. 7 This article was subtitled,

" Christian husband forbids offering sacrificial meals on behalf

of deceased, so daughter-in-law dies instead." As soon as this

article was published, the Christian problem of sacrifice

escalated into a social problem, and a flood of criticism was

30poured on Christianity. \

The Dongah Daily reporter went to the then Director of

the YMCA , Dr. Lee Sang-jae, and asked him his opinion of the

above-mentioned incident. Dr. Lee said that he didn't believe

31ancestral sacrifice was idol worship. On account of this,

the Dongah Daily had headlines as follows: "Ancestral sacri-

fice is not a violation of a belief in one God," and "The

sacrificial problem should be re-discussed." Also, the next

day's issue saw similar topics discussed in the editorial,

which carried over three pages.

Among these three editorials, the September 10 editorial

could be summarized into 7 parts:

1) the Christian viewpoint that sacrifice is idol worship

is a big misunderstanding.

2) the God of Heaven in Confucianism and the God of

Christianity are the same. The God of Confucius is only one,

and that is the same in Christianity. Confucius believed in

only one God, and he didn’t believe in any other. So this cannot

be any different than the monotheism of Christianity.
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3) ancestral sacrifice is not an attempt to comfort the

departed spirits of the ancesters, hut is instead a ceremony in

admiration for them. Even in Christianity, Christians believe

in the existence of souls and sometimes bow before them, so why

should ancestral sacrifice be considered a superstition, and

why is it called idol worship?

4) when Christianity first came to Korea, most of the early

believers were members of the lowest classes. The missionaries

were ignorant of Chosen culture and history, and when they looked

at the ancestral sacrifices and the ceremonies, they saw it as

primitive idol worshop, so they subsequently taught the

believers incorrectly.

5) if the early Christians had been from the educated

classes, they could have informed the missionaries correctly of

the origin and spirit of sacrifice. Even now it is not too late

and it is time for the missionaries to cast away all their

misconceptions about ancestral sacrifice.

6) bout the evil practices of ancestral sacrifice were

tremendous. If possible, it would be appropriate to express

filial piety through simple sacrificial offerings, but the

intricate ceremonial rules and the expensive offerings must be

eliminated or simplified.

?) while we are against the belief that ancestral sacrifice

is idol worship, we are against against the general people's

ignorance of the true meaning of sacrifice and their reliance

simply on ceremony.
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Regarding who it was who wrote the above-mentioned

editorial, he was a undoubtedly a Christian who was from a

Confucianist family. And though some say that we don't know

for sure if he was a non-Christian from a Confucianist family,

it is true that this editorial is a help to today's Korean

Christian in reconsidering this problem.

At the time, a Presbyterian elder in the Yangban church

Andong Church, who was also a Confucianist scholar, said there

were two kinds of filial piety,

1) Yanggi Filial Piety, and

2) Yangchae Filial Piety.

And in his opinion it was harmless for the family to

gather together and share food, hang up a picture, long for

one's parents, and to do this and to try not to abuse this

practice. But the missionaries who teach that even this should

32not be done are wrong. v

From this we can see how much the foreign missionaries

were strongly against ancestral sacrifice, and they felt that

whenever the waist was bent and a bow wad made, idol worship

was taking place. ^ Namely, the son who came back home and

fell down and bowed before his father, "What is this arrogance.'

Did they teach you in the seminary to break the Ten Command-

34
ments?" J

From then to now, in the Protestant Church, the believer

is forbidden to perform ancestral sacrifice and instead can

only participate in the funeral services as designated :by
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the churches, and on the day of their ancestors death, the

believers were permitted to participate in memorial services.

Like these ceremonies, while they '.‘might not seem to cause

a problem from. a Christian standpoint, they did leave an empty

feeling that the believer was not adequately expressing his

loyalty to the deceased person. And not only this, but there

were general practices that didn't consider the attitudes of

non-believers and those in one's own family and among one’s own

relatives. This caused considerable family discord, misunder-

standing, friction and alienation. This unfortunate situation

is true even today. Because Mr. Lee's family was Confucianis t

,

he couldn’t participate in its ancestral sacrifices, so it

was inevitable that alienation occured in his clan, and this

was by no means merely an individual problem because today many

Christians are suffering due to this same problem.

B. The Attitudes of Missionaries to the Ancestral

Sacrificial System.

What follows is not this writer's opinion or footnotes.

What follows is simply a revelation of the missionaries'

opinions about ancestral sacrifice, and in the next chapter

there will be an opportunity to examine these opinions more

carefully.

1. The Opinions of the Catholic Priests
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Concerning this part, this researcher referred to it

more or less in Chapter A. Especially, in China, Jesuit

priests and Dominicans and Franciscans had a long-standing

quarrel over this issue and, subsequently, the ancestral

sacrifice ceremony was banned, and on account of this, as

was mentioned before, considerable persecution arose.

The Vatican's strong banning of the Chinese ancestral

sacrifice was not because the memory of the ancestors through

filial piety was considered God, but because the spirits of

the ancestors would form relationships with their descendents,

that they would not leave the world, and that the sacrifices

were idol worship of spirits that travel here and there making

noise and causing trouble. But if the ancestral sacrifice for

the departed soul was merely a momorial and not a return of

35
the deceased spirit, then the Vatican looked the other way. ^

In Korea, those Koreans who visited Peking were told by

Bishop Alexandre de Govea that the ancestral sacrifice system

3 f)

was against Catholic dogma and was thereby banned. This

created considerable problems in Korea's Confucianist society,

thereby causing extensive persecution.

2. The Opinions of the Protestant Missionaries

After Allen in 1884 was the first Protestant missionary

to come to Korea, many missionaries arrived: viz .
, -Mr. H.. N.

Allen, Rev. H. G. Underwood, Mr. J. W. Heron, Miss Anna Ellens,

Rev. J. H. Davies, Mr. J. S. Gale, Mr. Moffett, W. J. Makenzre,
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37and so on. ' These missionaries worked when colonial expansion

and overseas missionary activity was at its zenith, and in the

late 1900 s, oversea missionary activity on behalf of women was

considerably enlarged, and they also believed in the necessity

of social reform because they were influenced by the "Social

7 ft

Gospel" movement. When the missionaries first came to Korea,

they thought that the Korean people were extremely religious,

but later many believed that there was no religion in Korea at

30
all. 7 But as the spreading of the gospel progressed, consider-

able conflict arose between the Confucianist consciousness

permeating Korean society and Christian dogma.

The Missionary Gifford said that Korean religion is demon

worship, and that the Koreans themselves believe that demons

are everywhere. He saw ancestral sacrifice as part of the

religious matrix.

^

Speer saw Korean Christians as living amidst idol worship

4llike the Corinthians, Galatians and Ephesians.

To list the opinions of the early missionaries to Korea

in opposition to ancestral sacrifice:

The Missionary Underwood said that because the ancestral

sacrifice system is the core of Confucianism, this fact raises

enormous obstacles to the spreading of the Christian gospel,

and though Koreans say that these sacrifices are only expressions

of filial piety and are not efforts to receive primitive favors

from heaven, still these sacrifices have worship as their
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nature and function. But before the missionaries could reach

this decision, they could not separate it from worship that

should be given only to the one God; therefore, even today the

two are separate--Christian faith and sacrifice--and the view

exists that sacrifice is a human convention that cannot satisfy

man's natural desire for religion. So sacrifice is merely a

ritualistic ceremony and should for that reason be denounced.

Osgood said that because the sacrificial food and

ceremonies were offered as if to a living person, so because it

is believed that the ancestors came and participated in the

43
meal, such sacrificial behavior must be abolished. J

James said that Koreans bury the ancestral tablet after a

specific period of time and after a certain ceremony because

they believe that the deceased person's spirit is existing

. . 44
within the tablet.

Mrs. Bishop said that the ancestral sacrifical system is

more than an expression of filial piety, but is effort to

influence the ancestral spirits not to harm the descendants--

4 5therefore, she was strongly against it. J

Daniel L. Gifford saw the traditional Korean sacrifices

as idol worship and ancestral sacrifice as part of it, so the

46
noise and confusion must be curbed.

Baird said that though Koreans say that the offering of

sacrifice to ancestors is nothing more than memorializing

them, and that there is no religious meaning in them, except
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for some Koreans, ancestral worship goes beyond simple

memorialization , and because the souls eat the offered

sacrificial food because they need food to survive,

sacrifices are not healthy activities for Christians to

. . . 47participate in'.
'

Gale said that though the sacrificial svstem helped

children respect their parents, the bad result can be seen in

ancestral sacrifice, all this was seen as the product of a

primitive era, so missionaries should let it alone because
1

as progress is made, such old-style structures will disappear.

Like this, the early foreign missionaries to Korea have

expressed negative opinions about ancestral sacrifice, but

others have expressed that there is also a positive side*
6

r

James Dale and Van Buskisk said that though it is a

mistake to sacrifice to worship the dead spirits, such a

custom does result in social stability and cohesion. It

also gives to the descendants filial piety to elders, so this

help to sociey is recognized .

^

o
Ray E. Shearer said that instead of the system of idol

worship of spirits, it can be seen as extending filial

piety .

J

Radcliffe and Brown said that the Korean ancestral

sacrificial system is completely different from what is called

a superstition, and that it is an expression of thanks to
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one's ancestors for giving birth to them, and to convey the

duty of future descendents. It implanted in the collective

consciousness that at any time one could go to one's ancestors,

so as a social function, ancestral sacrifice was understandable.

Roh said that unlike Japan, where ancestral worship is

connected with the State, the Korean ancestral sacrifical
.

system is connected with the family clan, and the family clan

as the center of Confucian society, so this system is under-

standable .

Rutt said that it has no great religious meaning, and

instead of talking in front of the spirit or praying, rhetoric

is a better word than talking, so in light of the fact that

this Korean custom was passed down over so many years, it shoud

be seen as a persistent tradition.

Voekel took the position that it was just a social custom.

^

A

If this is so, why has Korean Christianity opposed so

strongly the sacrificial consciousness, and why is it still

doing so today? If we discuss this, the missionaries in the

beginning were strongly opposed to the sacrificial system,

which became a serious problem. But in order to avoid

friction with the government, they took a prudent course.

^

So they made up a questionnaire about sacrifice to the

converts, then gathered their opinions, and this took place

in Wolsan, the location of Rev. Gale's church. And it was
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found that the believers' attitudes and the teachings of the

church were in considerable conflict. So after this, a policy

was not established, and the problem was agonized over, so

when converts expressed opposition to ancestral sacrifice,

the missionaries gave tacit approval. ^ At that time, the

missionaries were socially respected, and since they had

considerable influence in society, so this problem must be

57thought of in society m this way.

To support this, Paik said that the offering of sacrifice

to ancestors was thought to be against Christianity, but his

opinion was the opinion of only a small group of missionaries

in Seoul, and when later other missionaries came to Korea,

this mistaken precedent was followed, so whenever the gospel

was preached, the ancestral sacrificial system was taught as

being against Christian doctrine. So if one wanted to become

a Christian, he would have to give up this practice of

offering sacrifice to ancestors.^®

Concerning this, Shearer wrote that if Christian

missionaries had approved of the Korean cultural traditions as

well as respected them, and because they did not teach respect

for ancestors, many Korean could have become Christians but

didn't. For example, north Korea vis-a-vis the south has

had more freedom regarding ancestral sacrifice. The result

was that the northerners had an easier time becoming .

59Christians. ' The time has come for the problem of sacrifice,

an expression of respect for ancestors, to be pondered and
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L
article m September, 1920, about this problem, Mr. Kwon's

wife killed herself in a stream, an incident which gave rise to

a tremendous social problem, and at the time the YMCA General

Affairs Director Lee Sang-jae wrote an article saying that

ancestral sacrifice was not idol worship. ^ Because of the many

problems caused, to rearrange again these opinions, and whether

or not to sacrifice, because it is a family matter, so if

sacrifices are made in Church, it would not be necessary to go

to Church.

^

Since this time, Christians strictly banned ancestral

worship. But according to a questionnaire about Korean

attitudes toward ancestral sacrifice, 72.2% of Korean respondents

adhered to the ancestral sacrifice system, and among these

n
some 75% were college graduates or above. And their view

of the goal of ancestral sacrifice was to maintain friendship

g
and harmony among the members of the large family.

Among the highly educated classes , the importance of the

ancestral sacrifice was highly stressed, evidence of the fact

that their cultural heritage was deeply embedded in all areas

of Korean society.

As Methodist Theological Seminary Theologian Prof. Pak

Bong-bae has written

Concerning sacrifice as an expression of filial
piety, I believe there is no reason why Christians
should oppose it. Therefore, respect for parents and
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keeping memorials after their deaths is a human virtue,
and today in a new society and by a new method, ancestral
sacrifice must be allowed to exist. However, the memorial
services and concepts should be corrected and they should
not become the objects of worship and sacrifice.

9

Prof. Yoon Ki-sok once wrote:

As a minister responsible for a current new church,
concerning memorials for dead parents, I think they are
the result of affection and love for parents. And I
think it is a linkage of filial piety generation to
generation, a means not to forget one's loving parents,
and the custom comes out of the children's grieving
hearts. It is not a meaningless ritual designed to
avoid divine wrath and to attract blessings, and it is
not idol worship. It is merely an expression of filial
piety and ethical behavior. Through this, the filial
piety toward our spiritual father God can be taught
directly and indirectly. Through this, in an evangelical
dimension, like Paul who didn't curse the heathen ethical
system of the natives he was preaching to and in fact
accepted it, and -through this he raised it to a more posi-
tive dimension. 10

Next, several newspapers have referred to the problem of

ancestral sacrifice. On December 4
, 1981, in the Korea Daily,

11

under the headline, "The Controversy Over Sacrifice in

Christianity," a reference to the considerable controversy in

Christianity about this problem. There are two theories :

ignore sacrifice, or oppose sacrifice. In the former, the

ancestral sacrifice consciousness of hanging up a picture and

bowing before it is more or less an expression of respect.

It is not a bowing toward a material object and a begging for

salvation, so it cannot be seen as idol worship. Here I will

quote several ministers and professors

:

Prof. Lee Chang-sik of the Korean Theological Seminary

referred to the fact that in Korea ancestral sacrifice

consciousness is a tremendous obstacle to the spread of
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Christianity

:

Because the sacrifice is an expression of respect
and thanks to the deceased, it is by no means idol
worship--so an enlightenment movement about this problem
is necessary.

If Christians abandon ancestral sacrifice, then it is easy

to forget one's parent's death day.

And YMCA Honorary General Director Chun Taek-bu said that

foreign missionaries are responsible for this mess. He also

said that in other areas, too, foreign missionaries have called

any kind of bowing as "idol worship," and if the forehead touches

the ground, they said: "Other than to God, such bows should

not be done." It is a violation of the Ten Commandments, so they

12
taught that there should never be such bowing. So not to

forget one's parents and to practice meaningful "model

consciousness"-- this must be accomplished.

Rev. Yoo Kyung-chae asserted that the bowing of the head

before one's ancestors’ grave or picture is by no means idol

worship, and the Korean traditional consciousness of ancestral

worship is not against Christian dogma.

On July 2 , I982, in the Jon^anK Daily , a professor of

reigion at Seoul National Unversity said in an article entitled,

"Korean Christian Culture," read in a symposium partially

recorded in the newspaper:

Korean sacrifical rituals are not examples of
idol worship.

And the Korean Protestant churches’ rituals have been passed
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down for some 100 years, but still especially the sacrifices and

funeral ceremonies have resulted in cultural conflict and

friction, and in the whirlpool of pros and cons that they cannot

get out of, Prof. Jong has said

To explain that the traditional Korean ancestral
sacrifice and funeral rituals as idol worship or
deifying ancestors is a self-righteous Christian theo-
logical prejudice. In whatever culture, in whatever
era, the people who live in that culture--their
soteriology , cosmology, theology, anthropology and
eschatology are influenced.

And such rituals are more practical and realistic than

religious dogma in a human’s life, and Christian rituals are

breaking down Korea’s traditional collective system. This was

13
his analysis.

On January 1, 1983. in the Jongang Daily , an elder in Korean

religious circles, Rev. Han Kung-jik, in an interview about the

ancestral sacrifice problem:

Expressions of respect for ancestors are not
a doctrinal problem. 14

On March 16, 1983 , in the Choson Daily , the late Archbishop

No Ki-nam, in an interview said:

The memorialization and respect for ancestors is
not idol worship. Through, China, Catholics have come
and mis interpretated and misunderstood it. After death,
love of parents and remembering them is a good custom
and should be continued . 15

Up to now, in this chapter, concerning ancestral sacrifice,

we have examined several people who had possessed positive

attitudes toward ancestral sacrifice. Now, concerning this
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problem, we will examine some who have held opposite opinions.

To introduce this, from December 26-31, 1983, a conference

sponsored by the Asia Evangelical Commission (Chairman, Han

Chul-ha) , seven countries of south-east Asia and over 100 theo-

logians met in Taiwan and discussed the topic, "Ancestral Worship

and the Christian Response." Among the material published during

the conference, several conservative Korean scholars expressed

negative feelings about ancestral sacrifice. ^ Some of this was

17published in the Korean magazine "Christian World," portions

of which follow.

Prof. Mang Yong-ki said that in the New and Old Testaments,

in numerous places, respect for parents is commanded, but this

"respect" does not have the meaning of filial piety for dead

parents but for one's living parents. In Confucianism, the

sacrifice can be understood as the way to extend filial piety

to the afterlife. The problem here is regarding this worship

and the ancestral tablet as a demon.

Korean ancestral worship service goes beyong filial piety

and includes a form of faith in souls. Man sacrifices as a

way to avoid calamity. This kind of sacrifice seen from a

Christian standpoint should have no place. From the aspect of

the Ten Commandments, the first and second especially, namely

Thou Shalt Not have Other Gods before Me," and

Thou Shalt Not Make Idols.
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In whatever form, the making of idols is forbidden.

Therefore, seen from a logical viewpoint, it is unacceptable

to offer sacrifice to one's parents because they cannot be

made into demons. In conclusion, the dead. cannot be regarded

to have human characteristics. They cannot be communicated

with in any way. Therefore, while it's acceptable to • \

remember, cherish and commemorate the memory of one's dead

parents, the performance of ancestral sacrifice on their

behalf is not acceptable under any circumstances.

Lee Jong-yoon said that the object of all worship must

be God alone. Dead people can not be the object of worship.

To the God who has given us life and breath and everything

we can offer worship, but to our ancestors we cannot, for they

are our creators. We cannot give worship to our ancestors

but to the God of our ancestors. Also, after death, we

cannot offer sacrifice to someone who cannot come back.

Therefore, sacrifice is not a method for respecting one’s

parents. It is only an ethical system created by Confucianist

ethics and handed down merely as a way to gain blessings. Of

course, sometimes it is done because others are watching,

but most it is done to receive blessings and avoid curses

and catastrophe.

Son Bong-oh said that sacrifices are not part of the

Korean traditional culture. After the 13th century, the

foreign culture that came to Korea, and this was not demanded
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by the people, but the royal family emphasized it for

educational purposes. It rapidly spread throughout society,

and it is merely a Confucianist custom.

If we think of the ideas of the past, progress is

impossible. And because Christianity is a revelation

religion, it is not a nature religion.

Modern man, who has conquered naturalism, cannot offer

sacrifices that are based on this naturalism. Offering

such sacrifices has meaning in a class society, but

Christianity is a classless religion advocating equality.

There cannot be a return to a class society. Christians

can give many times more filial piety to their living

parents than non-Christians can.

Concerning ancestral sacrifice, we have briefly

summarized the positive and negative attitudes in Christian

circles. In the next chapter, we will speak about the

positive aspects from a theological and biblical standpoint

B. Through a Questionnaire, Attitudes Measured about

Ancestral Sacrifice.

Through a questionnaire, this researcher selected the

following areas to conduct the basic survey: in Seoul, one

church in the South Presbyterian District was selected, in

Kyungsang Bok Province, one church in a Presbyterian

District there was selected, and in Chungchung Nam Province

one church in a Presbyterian District was selected.
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The biggest church there was selected--the Puyo Church. The

researcher divided the questionnaire into two parts : one

part for the church leaders , >the other for the laymen.

And regarding the laymen, I asked the church leaders to get

responses from only those who have been baptized.

The questionnaire did have a blank for the age of the

pasters, but because most of them did not record their

ages and educational levels, we were unable to divide the

questionnaire according to age and education.

Concerning laymen, among the respondents, a blank to

indicate sex was not included, so it was impossible to

classify responses according to sex. No statistical data

could be given regarding male/female differences. On the

other hand, for those who recorded their ages, we divided

them according to those under 40 and those over 40.

Now looking at the respondents:

The church leaders were as follows:

Seoul: 32

Kyungs.ang : 28

Chungchung : 27

So the total number of church leaders was 87 . The total

percentage was 100.

The laymen were as follows

:

Seoul (Bethel Church): 6l

Kyungsang (Yongju): 49

Chungchung : 63
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So the total number of laymen was 1?3* The total

percentage was likewise 100.

The total number of respondents for this questionnaire

was 260. Although the number is relatively small, it

covered a broad geographical area, and it more than adequately

reflected the attitudes of current Korean Christians concerning

the problem of ancestral sacrifice.

In the questionnaire for the church leaders, out of a total

of 25 questions, 21 asked the respondents questions, and from

question 22 to 26 their opinions were asked. Consequently,

the church leaders' attitudes toward ancestral sacrifice

were thoroughly measured.

In the questionnaire for the laymen, out of a total of

29 questions, only 1 asked for his personal opinion. However,

generally speaking, the questionnaire was so constructed to

elicit opinions.

1. The Opinions of Church Leaders Concerning Ancestral

Sacrifice

Here, from the very start, the church leaders' opinions

are analyzed in the tables given below.

a. The Problem of Ancestral Sacrifice

Table 3 : The Problem from a Pastoral Standpoint

1
o

(Church Leaders

)

x
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1. Ancestral Sacrifice from a Pastoral Viewpoint

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total $

A Problem 13
(42$)

14
(52$)

13
(46$)

40 46%

A Small Problem 14
(43$)

4
(15#)

9
(32#)

27 31#

No Problem 5
(15#)

9
(33#)

6
(22#)

20 23#

Total 32
(100$)

27
(100$)

28
(100$)

87 100$

(Question 1 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

In the above table, starting with Seoul, most of the

pastors responded that ancestral sacrifice was a problem: 46$

of the respondents said that it was a problem; 31$ said that

it was a slight problem. If we combine the two percentages,

the percentage is 77- So 77$ of church leaders regarded

ancestral sacrifice as a pastoral problem. One important fact

that attracts attention here is that despite the fact the

Christianity has developed and expanded rapidly here in Korea,

the problem still festers because it has not been dealt with

properly. Next, the number of believers who request counseling

regarding this problem will be presented in the next table.

Table 4 : Counseling the Believers
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9. Believers Who Have Gome for Counseling

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

Many Times 15
(48%)

15
(57*)

14
(50%)

44 51%

Occasionally 17
(52%)

12
(43*)

13
(46%)

42 48%

Never 1

(4%)
1 1% \

Total 32 •

(100%)
27

(100*)
20

(100%)
8? 100%

(Question 9 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

In the above table, 99% of the church leaders reported

that they have given counseling about this problem. If we

combine this with Table 3» we can see that this problem

occupies a considerable amount of the church leaders' time.

b. The Direction of the Guidance to Believers

(General Aspects)

Like the above Tables, from a pastoral standpoint,

believers who have come for guidance about the problem of

ancestral sacrifice are illustrated in the following table.

Table 5 : Counseling Believers Who Agonize Over this

Problem

10. Counseling Believers about Ancestral Sacrifice

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

A. Sacrificing is OK 2 3 3 89%
( 6%) ( 12%) ( 11%)
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B. If Necessary 22

( 69$)
16

(59$)
15
(53$)

53 61$

C. Sacrificing is Wrong 8

( 25$)
8

( 29$)
10
(36$)

26 30$

Total . 32
(100$)

27
(100$)

28
(100$)

8? 100$

(Question 10 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

In the above table, we can see that 30$ of the believers

who came for guidance over this problem were told not to offer

ancestral sacrifice. It is clear that the negative responses

are far stronger than the positive responses. This negative

attitude has been maintained in Korean Christianity up to this

very day. Ancestral sacrifice is still forbidden in the Korean

Church. But one thing worthy of attention here is the fact

that 61$ of the church leaders said that ancestral sacrifice

can be done if circumstances necessitate. In Seoul, 69$ said

ancestral sacrifice was okay if circumstances dictate; in

Chungchung Province, 59$ said so, and in Kyungsang Province,

53$ agreed. Hence, regardless of the province, the percentage

for B. is over 50$. Yet this attitude is neither one of strong

opposition nor one of recommendation. It simply is one which

leaves the decision up to the individual believer.

As a result, when one first entered the church, in contrast

to the time when he had to sign a statement saying that he

would not participate in ancestral sacrifice, he was given some

freedom. This is a sign that there have been changes in

Christianity here in Korea. In our opinion, there are two
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circumstances for these changes. First, by whatever method,

non-Christian people have been brought into the church, and

while they practice their faith, they gradually begin to fall

away from offering ancestral sacrifice. Secondly, there are

changes about the consciousness of ancestral sacrifice themselves.

Namely, instead of either chosing Christianity or not, they

continue practicing ancestral sacrifice, which is increasingly

being perceived as something that is not idol worship. In these

circumstances, instead of firm opposition or a formal declaration

from the pulpit about ancestral sacrifice, there is an increasing

tendency to leave the matter up to the believer's individual

conscience

.

Support for this can be seen in the table below.

Table 6 : The problem of Emphasis when Counseling Believers

11. Why Ancestral Sacrifice is Good

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

A. Not Idol Worship 1

( 3 %*)

1 i%

B. Maintains Harmony 9

( 28%)
10

( 37 %*)

15
( 54%)

34 39%

C. Expresses Filial
Piety

17
( 53%*)

13
( 48%)

7

( 25%*)

37

No Response 5

( 16%)
4

( 15%*)

6

( 21%)
15 n%

Total 32
( 100%)

27
( 100%)

28

( 100%)
87 100%

(Question 11 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)
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In the above table, instead of interest in whether or not

ancestral sacrifice is idol worship, the church leaders expressed

more interest in the believer's family. Namely, among the

respondents, 39$ said that first comes family harmony. Only

1$ said it was idol worship, and 43% said it was an expression

of filial piety. The percentage that appears most clear in' the

survey is the opinion expressed that it is not worship, in sharp

contrast with the opinions expressed by the first missionaries to

Korea. Wolson, one of the earliest churches in Korea, was where

Rev. Gale declared ancestral sacrifice to be idol worship.

Here, instead of a careful examination of the truth through a

vote, or a careful and thorough investigation of the fundamental

cultural background of Korean customs and conventions, a decision

was rashly made, and we are left with an uncomfortable feeling

that things would have been much better if they had been done.

Also, an analysis of the opinion that ancestor sacrifice

is not idol worship will be illustrated in the next table.

Table 7 : The Conception of Ancestral Sacrifice

12. Ancestral Sacrifice is Not Idol Worship

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

A. Merely Tradition 6

(18%)
4

(14%) t—

1
CO

15 17$

B. Difference of
Opinion

5
(16%)

4
(14%)

9
(32%)

18 21$

C. Don’t Believe
in Demons

21

(66%)
13

(50%)
7

(25$)

41 47$
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No Response 6

(22$)
7

(25%)
13 15%

Total 32 2? 28 87 100%
( 100%) ( 100%) ( 10

0

%)

(Question 12 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

In Table ?, 17% of the respondents saw ancestral sacrifice

as a Korean cultural tradition, as just another form of Korean

folk life. Some 21% saw ancestral sacrifice as merely a

difference of opinion. If we add up these two minority opinions,

we have 38%. In Table 6, many respondents saw this as an

expression of filial piety. A considerably large percentage

(47%) stated that they do not believe in demons.

c. The Direction of the Believer's Guidance

Here we have a more concrete standpoint, and through the

questionnaire we can analyze the results of the questions.

Table 8 : When the Husband is not a Believer

18. Guidance when the Husband is not a Believer

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

Obey Husband 4
(14%)

4 5%

Obey what is
Obeyable

21
(66%)

19
(71%)

19
(68%)

59 68%

Don’t Obey
Whatsoever (28%)

7

(25%)
16 18%

No Response 2

(6%)
4

(15%)
2

(7%)
8 9%

Total 32
(100%)

27
(100%)

28
(100%)

87 100%

(Question 18 on the Church Leaders ' Questionnaire)
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After a wife in one family enters the church, what kind

of attitude should she have about ancestral sacrifice? Even

if she had to bow before pictures and so on, the church leaders

advised her to obey--68%. If A. and B. are added up, the

percentage is 86%. If A* B. are added up, the percentage is

73%- The stress is on the fact that Christian filial piety is

not less than that of Confucianist filial piety. An effort

led by faith not to break up the family can be seen here.

In the next table, an opposite direction is discernible.

Table 9 : Guidance Regarding Wife with Non-believing Husband

19. Whether or Not to Offer Ancient Sacrifices

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

Filial Piety OK
During Lifetime

23
( 72%)

23
( 85%)

18
( 64%)

64 ? 4%

Against the Bible 9
(28%) ro

00

co 17 20%

Absolutely
Forbidden

( 4%)

1 1%

No Response 4

( 15%)
1

( 4%)
5 5%

Total 32
(100%)

27
(100%)

28
(100%)

87 100%

(Question 19 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire

)

Now, if one's wife is not a believer, what kind of guidance

can be given to the believing husband? The tendency is to

inform the husband that the relationship with the living is

more important than the relationship with the dead. When one's

parents are living, one should try very hard to serve them.
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Some 75$ of the church leaders guided the believers in this

direction. In Table 8, instead of an absolute tendancy.

This table is evidence that the churhc leaders are groping for

a new direction in their guidance of believers.

Table 10 : Guidance to Believers Whose Parents Aren't

Believers

20. If Parents Demand Ancestral Sacrifice

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total $

A. While Parents Live 19 23 18 60 69$
(59$) (85$) (64$)

B. Practice is 9 5 14 16$
Meaningless ( 28$) ( 18$)

C. Forbidden 4 4 8 9$
(13$) (14$)

No Response 4 1 5 6$
(15$) (4$)

Total 32 27 28 87 100$
( 100$) ( 100$) ( 100$)

(Question 20 on the Church Leaders

'

Questionnaire

)

Here, if the parents insist on sacrifice, how should. the

believer be guided? Some 69$ of the church leaders responded

that the children should go ahead and practice ancestral

sacrifice during the lifetimes of their parents. The emphasis

is, however, on the expression of filial piety during the

lifetimes of one's parents. And after their deaths, it is

natural for the children to long for their parents and want

to memorialize them regularly.
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An eldest son who wanted to become a Christian experienced

considerable difficulties due to ancestral sacrifice, so in the

next table we will see what kind of guidance could be given such

a person.

Table 11 : Guidance Regarding Duties of Eldest Son

14. If the First Son Wants to Believe in Jesus....

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %*

A. Offer Sacrifices
(2696)

8

(28%)
6

(21%)
23 26%

B. If Possible, Don't 21
( 66%)

15
(57%*)

22
(79%*)

58 67%*

C. Stop, or Don't Gome
to Church

1

( 3%*)

1 1%*

No Response 1

( 3%)

4
(15%*)

5 6%

Total 32
(100%)

27
(100%)

28
(100%)

87 100%

(Question 14 on the church Leaders' Questionnaire)

In Table 11, above, 26% of the church leaders said it was

okay to offer sacrifices and still attend church. However, if

this is added with B. , 67%, then the total percentage of

respondents who open the door to participation in ancestral

sacrifices is an overwhelming 93%- In B. , 67% said it was

okay if circumstances dictate. So instead of strictly forbidden

ancestral sacrifice as did the missionaries, most church leaders

permit it under certain specific circumstances. This can be

interpreted as an encouraging step away from the attitude

that ancestral sacrifice is a form of idol worship.
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d. The Opinions of Church Leaders about Ancestral Sacrifice

Like this, in telling believers to come to church while

still offering sacrifices according to family circumstances,

and when not all family members were Christians, is an attitude

of non-interference; it is, in effect, permitting the believers

to decide for themselves. Next let's analyze what the church

leaders themselves feel about this problem.

Table 12 : The Opinions of the Church Leaders Regarding

Sacrifice

16. Is Ancestral Sacrifice Idol Worship?

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

Must Reconsider 9
(28%)

00

0r'y

5
(18%)

22 2 5%

Reconsider

:

Good Idea
16

(50%)

CO

O

12
(46%)

36 42%

Not Necessary 7

( 22%)

CO

00^

7

(25%)
22 2 5%

No Response 3

( 10 °/°)

4
(11%)

7 8%.

Total
O

^0

0

rv> 0
-

0

CM

O
1
—1

CO

0

CM

O
87 100%

(Question 12 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

If we examine the above table, concerning the viewpoint

of the Protestant Church up to now about ancestral sacrifice,

it is clear that most respondents believe that there should

be a reconsideration of the viewpoint that it's idol worship.

Some 25$ advocated that reconsideration is imperative. But
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some 42% responded that that problem should be rethought at

least once more. If we add the two figures, we find out that

67% of the church leaders are inclined to some kind of

reconsideration. On the other hand, if we add the 8% who gave

no comment to the 25% who said that there is no need for any

reconsideration, we get a total of 33% of the respondents who

believe things should continue as they have been over the

years. Going back to Table 5» 30% of the church leaders

responded that believers must under no circumstances offer

ancestral sacrifice; hence, there is a similarity between

the two figures. If we examine the percentages, it appears

that 1/3 of the church leaders are sticking to the status

quo as passed down by the missionaries. However, there is

a growing tendency to demand that the viewpoint of seeing

ancestral sacrifice as idol worship should be reconsidered,

and the above table is evidence of this. Also, in the

Protestant Church, the problem of reinterpreting this problem

is similar to the above results.

Table 13 : Reinterpretation in the Protestant Church

15- Is Reinterpretation Necessary

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total ft

Very Necessary 10
(31%) 5

CO

0r'N

14
(50%)

32 37%

Good Idea 13
(41%)

12
(44%)

7

(25%)
32 37%
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Not Necessary 8

(25$)
4

(15$)
4

(14$)
16 18$

No Response 1

(3$)
3

(11$)
3

(11$)
7 8$

Tatal 32 .

(100$)
27

(100$)
28

(100$)
87 100$

(Question 15 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

Now that the Korean Christian Church has entered its 2nd

century, the time has come for it to re-examine itself. The

time has come to think about how the Korean Christian Church

can be strengthened. . The time has come to reconsider the

missionaries' position from a biblical and theological stand-

point. Simce perhaps the biggest obstacle to the spreading

of the gospel is the problem of ancestral sacrifice, a re-

interpretation of this is essential. In Table 13, 37$ of the

church leaders responded that it is very necessary to re-examine

this problem. Another 37$ said that it would be a good idea to

re-examine it, 18$ said it was unnecessary, and 8$ gave no

comment. Added together, these last two figures equal 26$,

similar to C. in Table 5- In conclusion, the Korean Church,

from an evangelical standpoint, has reached a stage when a

re-examination of this problem is necessary. But this should

be done cautiously since about 30$ of the church leaders oppose

such an action.

e. The Attitude of the Church Leaders Toward Ancestral

Sacrifice
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Next, let's examine the church leader's behavior in dealing

with the problem of ancestral sacrifice.

Table 14 : The Personal Experience of the Church Leaders

2. Whether or Not to Offer Ancient Sacrifices

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total $

A. Personal Experience 8

(25$)
16

(60$)
12

(^3$)
36 41.3$

B. Several Times 5
(16$)

11
(40$)

3
(11$)

19 21.7$

C. Never Experienced 19
( 59%)

13
(46$)

32 37$

Total 32
( 100$)

27
( 100$)

28
(100$)

87 100$

(Question 2 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

When asked if they had had an experience with ancestral

sacrifice, 59$ of those in Seoul said that they never had such

an experience. On the other ha.nd, those in Chungchung province

expressed a 100$ participation rate. In Kyungsang province, 46$

said that they had no experience, a figure very close to 50$.

This reflects age differentials. While we regret that we cannot

distinguish the data according to age, rural church leaders,

compared with church leaders in big cities like Seoul, the

participation ratio is much higher. Finally, out of the total

respondents, 63$ have expressed an experience in ancestral

sacrifice

.

Like this, they had experience in ancestral sacrifice,
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and from a pastoral standpoint, 77% consider this to be a

pastoral problem. Of these, when the ancester's death date

comes around, those who said they went to the place where

ancestral sacrifice was being offered totaled 24%, and those

who occasionally went, 25%* Judging from this, in order to

maintain intimacy with relatives, it is a happy event. It

appears clear that many of the church leaders go to the

houses of the deceased on their memorial days. This fact is

clearly revealed in the next table, below.

Table 15 • Relationship with Relatives

4. The Memorial Day of Relatives

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

Go there 8

(25%)
8

(29%)
5

(18%)
21 24%

Go sometimes 14
(44%)

8

(28%)
22 25%

Never go 10
(31%)

19
(71%)

15
(54%)

44 51%

Total 32
(100%)

27
(100%)

28
(100%)

87 100%

(Question 4 on the Church Leaders' Auestionnaire

)

Table 15t above, shows that 51% of the church leaders said

that they never participate in memorial services for dead

relatives. From a pastoral standpoint, this can be seen as

a time and distance problem.

Next, when church leaders go to such houses, what is their
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behavior?

Table 16 : Behavior of Church Leaders at a family in mourning

5- They don't Bow, but....

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

Stay Until Over 6

(19%)
12

(43%)
1

(4%)
19 22%

Stay there Some 7
(22%)

15
(57%)

5
(10%)

27 31%

Go there Once 10
(31%)

14
(50%)

24 27%

No Response 9
(28%)

8

(28%)
17 20%

Total 32
(100%)

27
(100%)

rv>

M

00

o o
87 100%

(Question 5 on the Church Leaders' Questionnaire)

In Table 16, above, when attending such a service, the

number of those who stay there until it's over is only 22%.

Those who stepped in for a short time for the sake of being

polite, 2?%. Those v/ho v/ent in only once, 51°%. In conclusion,

half of the church leaders said they do go and participate in

a relative's ancestral sacrifice ceremony, and stay with the

relatives for a time. And almost half of them only go for a

short time in memory of that date.

So we can think that as church leaders, the fact that

they don't ignore their relatives' death date is no different

than other Koreans. In the above table, we can obtain data

that many view ancestral sacrifice as idol worship, but it
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is undeniable that changes are taking place regarding the

condition of strictly forbidding it.

Regarding the questionnaire for the church leaders,

questions 22 to 25 . the leaders' personal opinions were expressed.

There is data expressing this. If we look at this data--

Question 22: what is your opinion of ancestral sacrifice?

To this, the church leaders in Seoul responded:

1) It is not necessary to regard the meaning of memorial

services for ancestors as evil.

2) Memorializing for ancestors is necessary for descendents.

3) Ancestral sacrifice, as the cultural heritage of the

Chrisian church, should become established there.

4) If it is said that connecting ancestral sacrifice with

idol worship results in damage, though it is true that

there is a worry that the result may be an undifferentiated

faith, this still does not detract from the necessity of

ancestral sacrifice by descendents as an expression of

respect for one's parents.

5) It is not an idolization of one's ancestors nor is it

an appealing for heavenly blessings, but is instead an

expression of thanks and respect. Bowing should pose

no problem either. In this writer's opinion, when

conducting a memorial service, the bowing should not

be considered a religous problem.

The leaders in Ghungchung Province

:
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1) Ancestral sacrifice is a Korean cultural tradition,

and the church must re-interpret it. From this stand-

point, it is by no means idol worship.

2) The strong point of ancestral sacrifice and its spiritual

aspects should be emphasized.

The leaders in Kyungsang Province

:

1) Viewing it as idol worship should be reviewed.

2) To avoid receiving any misunderstanding, a more Christian

ceremony must be held.

3) We must make a more Korean-style Christianity within

biblical boundaries.

4) A reinterpretation of ancestral sacrifice is necessary.

If we total up the above opinions, considering the ancestral

sacrifice system as idol worship, many leaders said that there

should be a reconsideration of this problem.

Next, on Question 23 » concerning the appropriateness of

the banning of ancestral sacrifice, the Seoul church leaders

said

1) The reasons for its banning should be clearly given.

2) Because Christianity has the image of being the religion

of the impious, a blind acceptance of Western culture

is harmful.

3) Ancestral sacrifice has some problems too, so there

should be some changes made regarding method, and so on.

But this can be said, the gathering of relatives in one

place on the anniversary of the death of one's ancestors

is an affirmative event.
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Leaders in Ghungchung Provice said

1) It is a problem to ban ancestral sacrifice.

2) To ban it unconditionally is also a problem.

Leaders • in Kyungsang Province said

1) There is here a mere difference of opinion. Ancestral

sacrifice should be revised according to changing

circumstances

.

2) This is the result of inadequate thinking on the part

of the early missionaries.

3) Ancestral sacrifice is like marking the deceased's

birthday. Therefore, it is useful in the children's

education.

4) It is not necessary to make Christian ceremonies equal

to and as developed as the Confucianist ones.

If we compile the above opinions, instead of banning

ancestral sacrifice, deeper research is necessary. It can be

said that it is regrettable that measures have not been taken

about this.

Question 24: What is the reason why the banning of ancestral

sacrifice is an obstruction to evangelation?

The Seoul church leaders said

1) Because Korea has been influenced by Confucianism and

feudalism, this cultural infiltration is an obstacle

to the spreading of the gospel.
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2) It raises obstacles when it comes in contact with

Christianity.

3) If we do not sacrifice, we are thought to be unfilial.

4) Because of this, some delay getting baptized.

The Chungchung Province church leaders said

1) Because of this problem, some refuse to believe.

The Kyungsang Province church leaders said

1) To throw away one's ancestors is not religion; western

religion is hence looked coldly upon.

2) Because Korea has been controlled by the Confucianist

spirit, a religion that throws away its ancestors will

face intense opposition, especially from the Yangban.

If we summarize the above contents in a few words, we

can see that a considerable problem has been raised regarding

ancestral sacrifice and evangelization. The reasons for this

are due to misunderstandings about methods and cultural back-

grounds. In question 25» it was asked, "Do you have a plan

that can improve the existing memorial services?"

The Seoul church leaders said

1) The ceremonies performed in Confucianism were changed

into rituals used by Christians and pastors without any

changes

.

2) In order to realize Christianity in Korea, the worship

services should be unified and the family's desires

should be satisfied.
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3) Our memorial services are too simple yet ritualistic.

4) The worship service and simple ceremonies should be

combined

.

The Ghungchung Province church leaders said

1) From a denominational standpoint, the Protestant Ghruch

should plan for new ceremonial procedures.

2) To add to sacrifice and memorial service, Christian

elements should be added to the sacrificial elements,

cultural elements, and this should all be done in a

new way.

The Kyungsang Province church leaders said

1) It is necessary to establish worshipful memorial services.

2) It is necessary from a General Conference dimension

to plan a new ceremony guidebook.

3) Sacrifice and memorial services are too similar in

spirit and appearance.

If we put together all the above opinions, from a

contemporary Korean standpoint, such ceremonies and services

must be rearranged.

2. The Opinions of the Laymen regarding Ancestral Sacrifice

Among a total of 29 questions, only the last asked the

laymen for their personal opinion.

a. The Consciousness of the Problem of Ancestral Sacrifice

First of all, we sought to find out if, as individuals,

they find this to be a problem.
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Table 17 : The Problem of Ancestral Worship

4. The Problem of Ancestral Worship^

Seoul Chungchung Kyung;sang Total #

A B i A B A B

A . It is a 16 22 18 12 9 17 94 54#
Problem (47#) (81#) (53#) (42#) (47#) (47#)

B. Slight 6 2 4 1 13 8#
Difference (18#) (8#) (12#) (3#)

C. Not a Big 12 3 12 16 10 13 66 38#
Problem (35#) (11#) (35#) (55#) (55#) (43#)

Total 34 27 34 29 19 30 173 100#
( 100#) (100#) (100#) ( 100#) (100#) (100#)

(Question 1 on the Laymen’s Ques tionnaire

)

In Table 17, if we analyze the data, we can see that A. is

54$ and B. is 8#. If we combine both we get a figure of 62

#

of believers v/ho perceive it as a problem. In Table 3* 46# of

the church leaders saw it as a problem, 31# as a slight problem,

so compared with Table 17, the percentage is lower (over 60# do

not perceive it as a problem). This was analyzed regarding the

family and relatives.

Table 18 : The Problem in the family

2 . The Problem in the Family

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total #
A B A B A B

A. It is a 25 1 12 11 10 18 7? 45#
Problem (73/.) ( 3%) (35#) (38#) ( 53%) (60#)

B. A Slight 5 5 9 15 8 10 52 30%
Problem

( 15%) ( 19%) ( 27%) (52$) (42/.) (33/.)
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C. No Problem 4 21 13
{ 12%) ( 78%) ( 38%)

Total 34 27 34
( 100%) ( 100%) ( 100%)

(Question 2 on the Laymen's

3 1 2 44 25%
( 10%) (5%) ( 7%)

29 19 30 173 100%
(100'/.) (100%)(

1

s00rH

Questionnaire

)

In the above table, 45% of the respondents regard it

as a problem,' whereas 25% regard it as no problem at all*

Regarding this 25%. in this researcher's opinion, such a

response is because they were Christians. Therefore, 62% \

of the believers live in families that are not all-Christ-

ian, and only part of their families have become Christian.

Next, concerning the relations with relatives, if we

examine the problem of ancestral sacrifice, the next table,

Table 19 ,
illustrates the current situation.

Table 19 : The Problem of Ancestral Worship Among Relatives

3- The Problem Among Relatives

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %

A B A B A B

It is a
Problem

8
(24%)

6
(22%)

11
(32%)

15
(52%)

8
(42%)

9
(30%)

57 33%

Slight
Difference

15
(44%)

17
(63%)

4
(12%)

9
(31%)

10
(53%)

17
(57%)

72 42%

Not a Big
Problem

11
(32%)

4
(15%)

19
(56%)

5
(17%) (5%)

4
(13%)

44 25%

Total 34
(100%)

27
( 100%)

3^
(100%)

29
(100%)

19
(100%)

30
( 100%)

173 100%

(Question 3 on the Laymen's Questionnaire)
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Humans, because they live together, celebrate events

together and encourage each other when times are difficult.

This is the essence of humanity. Thus, when it is a relation-

ship with a relative, if one is a believer, the time of the

day of the ancestor’s death (up to third cousin) can be a

problem. As can be seen in Table 19 » 33% of the total respon-

dents said this was a problem, but 25% said it was no problem.

So even though the percentage of respondents who said it was

no problem was a relatively low 33% (Table 18, C.), if this

is added to the figure of those who think it is a slight pro-

blem, then the percentage is a large 7 5%* Hence, many believ-

ers regard nacestral sacrifice sa a source of discord and

strife. Hence, Table 18 and 19 reveal the fact that as a re-

sult of this friction, considerable difficulties are being

encountered among families and relatives. Of course, these

difficulties are not as difficult as in the past when family

members ran away from home and so on, but, nonetheless, 70% of

the respondents said yes. Thus, the church leaders must take

these facts into consideration when thinking about the pro-

blem of ancestral sacrifice in contemporary Korean Christian

churches

.

b. The General Congregation's View of Ancestral Worship

The general congregation's view of ancestral worship is

analyzed in Table 20.

Table 20 The General Congregation’s View

(Question 6 for the General Congregation)
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6. The View of ancestor wornhip is regarded as

— Seoul Chungchung hyungsang Total %

A B A B A B

a . an expression 18 14 15 20 8 17 92 53%

of filial piety
{ 53%) (52%) (44%) (69%) (42%) (57%)

b. b. a method of 3 1
o
K. 2 8 5%

being blessed
; 9%) (3%) (1196) (7%)

. \

c

.

c. an instance 13 13 19 7 9 11 72 41%

of good morals (38%) (48%) (56%) (25%) (36%)

d.

and customs
indifference 1 1 1%

(3%)

Total 34 27 34 29 19 30 173 100%

About 53% of the respondents regard ancestral worship

as an expression of filial piety, and about 4l% regard it

as an instance of good morals and customs. Only 5% of the

respondents regard ancestral worship as an act of blessing,

therefore , ancestral worship is regarded as being Korean

traditional morals and filial piety. The fact that the per-

centage of the opinion that it is an expression of filial

piety is higher than the opinion that is good cus-toms and

morals is remarkable. The fact indicates the absence of

morality in Korean society, and the thought of filial piety

is very important to Koreans, Therefore, the fact that there

is a slight difference between those respondents above age

forty and below forty is also remarkable. Y/hether ancestral

worship is regarded as idolatry or not is analyzed in Table

21 .
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Table 21 Whether or Not Ancestral Worship Is Idolatry

(Question 7 for the General Congregation)

?. Ancestral worship is

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %
A B A B A B

a. idolatry 11 5 8 8 9 14 55 32%
(32%) (19%) (23%) (28%) (48%) (47%)

b. different 10 3 6 6 5 3 33 19%
from idolatry (30%) (11%) (18%) (20%) (26%) (10%)

c. the obser- 13 19 20 15 5 13 85 49%
vance of
family cere-

(38%) (70%) (59%*) (52%) ( 26%) (43%)

monies
.

Total 34 27 34 29 19 30 173 100%

In Table 21, about 32% of the respondents regard ance s-

tral worship as idolatry, and about 19%, less than one-fifth,

believe that ancestral worship is different from idolatry.

About 49%, almost half, consider it as the observance of a

family ceremony. The conclusion then is that about 68% con-

sider ancestral worship not to be idolatry, (b and c in Table

21) Finally, if we compare b and c in Table 21, we can see

that the gap is only 4%. So a religious conflict arises from

the difference between the official standpoint and the person-

al standpoint.

c. Ancestral Worship Concerning the Relations Between

Believers and Their Families and Relatives

We can analyze the problems of ancestral worship concerning
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the relation, between believers and their families and rela-

tives.

. Table 22 Whether Families and Relatives^ Offer Memorial

Services or Not (Question 10 for the General Congregation)

10. Among families and relatives

Seoul
A B

Chungchung
A B

Kyungsang
A B

Total %

a. families that
offer services

9 5
1 2796 ) ( 1955 )

14
(41%)

10
(34%)

5

(26%)
1

(3%)

44 25%

b. relatives offer
memorial services

16 12
(46*) (45*)

17
( 50%)

12
(41%)

8
(42%)

12
(40%)

77 45%

c. nobody offers
memorial services

9 9
(27*) (33*)

3

( 9%)
7

(25%)
6

(32%)
17

(57%)
51 29%

d. indifference (3*)
1 1%

Total 34 27 . 3^ 29 19 30 173 100%

About 2 5% of the respondents offer memorial .services

in their home. This shows that they are not believers or that

they offer Confucian memorial services even if they are believ-

ers. If the whole family believes in Christianity, then they

don’t offer the Confucian memorial service, so this indicates

that some of the family members are believers. The fact that

their relatives offer memorial services indicates that they are

influenced by Confucianism. About 70% in .'a' and 'b,' in Table

22, are believers who are influenced by Confucianism. About

29 7p of those who don't offer memorial services indicates that

all members of their families and relatives are believers.
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d. The Problem of Ancestral Worship from a Missionary

S tandpoint

It'll be necessary to investigate the problem of ances-

tral worship- from a missionary standpoint because we will

have to face the problem of the Confucian memorial services

in the mission field. We will also face the problem of how\

to limit ancestral worship for the conversion of the people

who offer memorial services to Christianity. This is analyz -

ed in Table 23-

Table 23 The Problem of Ancestral Worship in the Mission

Field (Question 13 for the General Congregation)

13- From a Missionary Standpoint

yo..Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total $
,

A B A B A- B

a. many people
can't convert
to Christianity
because of an-
cestral worship

1?
(50$)

16
{ 59%)

8

(23$)
12
(41$)

8
(42$)

18
(60$)

79 46$

b. a few people
can ' t

11
(32$) (26$)

23
(68$)

15
(52$)

11
(58$)

7

{ 23%)
74 43$

c. few people
can ' t

5

(18$)
4

{ 15%)
3 2 5 20 11$

Total 34 27 34 . 29 19 30 173 100$

About 46$ of the respondents think that many people

can't convert to Christianity because of ancestral worship

even if they want to convert, and about 43$ think that a few
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people can't. Finally, about 89/ think that ancestral worship

prevents conversion. Cnly 11 /> of the respondents, twenty out

of 173* have an opposite opinion. They consist of 10 urbanites

and 10 rural dwellers. The ten urbanites who live in Seoul and

are separated from their clans tend to ignore ancestral wor-

ship, but this indicates that clan and blood ties are very im-

portant to Koreans.

This is analyzed more concretely in Table 24.

Table 24 The Relation Between the People Who Have the Res-

ponsibility for Ancestral Worship and the People Who Don't

(Question 14 for the General Congregation)

14. In the Present Situation

Seoul
A B

Chungchung
A B

Kyungsang
A B

Total %

a. the oldest
son and the
oldest grand-
son of the main
family can be-
lieve in Christ-
ianity

26
-(7696)

16
(59/0

22
(64/0

10
(34/0

10

(53/0

18
(60%)

102 59/

b. the other sons
have difficulties

2

(W
5

(15/0
2

(7/0
5

( 26/O (3/)
15 9/

c. a problem for
each son

7
( 21%)

7
(25/0

5
(15/0

16
(55/0

4
(21/0

11
(37/.)

50 29/

d. indifference 1

(3/0

2

(8%) (6/0
1

(4/0

6 3/

Total 34 27 34 29 19 30 173 100/
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In Korea, the oldest son and the oldest grandson of the

main family have the responsibility to carry on their family

line and the responsibility of conducting ancestral worship.

The other sons must participate in the memorial services,

but the oldest son has to do his duty of ancestral worship

by himself. If Christianity forbids him to offer memorial

services, the oldest son and the oldest grandson have to se-

lect one of the alternatives.

According to Table 24, about 59% answer that the oldest

son and the oldest grandson don't believe in Christianity

under the present situation of Korea, and about 9% answer

that the other sons can't do so either. So about 68% of the

respondents express difficulties in their belief, but the

other sons, who have no responsibility to perform ancestral

worship directly, tend to choose freely.

As mentioned above, nowadays the conversion of the old-

est son and the oldest grandson to Christianity is very dif

fcult in Korea.

Table 25 shows whether or not the general congregation

has difficulties with the problem of ancestral worship.

Table 25 The General Congregation and the Problem of Ances

tral Worship

(Question 15 for the General Congregation)

15* About the Problem of Ancestral Worship
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Seoul
A B

Chungchung
A B

Kyungsang Total
A B

$

a. Some are
troubled

17 11
(50$) (41$)

18
(53/.)

13
( 45$)

15
(?9”/»)

17
( 57/.)

91 53/.

b. Some quit
the church in

1 4

(3$) (14$)
1

(3/»)

4
( 14/.) (7 /»)

12 7/.

the end

c. There's no
relation.

16 11

(4?/«) (41/.)

15
(44$)

11

(58$)

4
(21/.)

11 3

(36$)
68 \39$*

d. indifference 1

(4$)

i

(3/.)

2 1%

Total 34 27 34 29 19 30 173 100$

About 53$ of the respondents are troubled concerning

the problem of ancestral worship. Besides this, about 7$

quit the church in the end.

e. What the Church Should Do from the Believer's Position

Now let's consider the results of a questionnaire which

aims to show the request of the general believers about the

matter of ancestral worship. That is the way that the church

must cope with this problem.

Table 2

6

The Attitude of the Church to the Problem of

Ancestral Worship (Question 16)

16. Concerning the System of Ancestral Worship

in the Church



Seoul Chungchung
A B A B

Kyungsang
A B

Total %

a. It should be
forbidden

o

o

rH

CC

6

( 2255)

8

(23$)
2

(7$)

4

(21%)
4

(13%)
34 20%

b. It should be
allowed

6

(17%)
1

(3°/0

10
(30$)

6

(21$)
2

(11%)
5

(17%)
30 17%

c. The rituals
of other reli-
gions should
be respected

13

(38%)

16

( 59$)

14

(41$)

16

( 55$)

13

(68%)

21

(70%)

93 54%

d. indifference 5

(15%
4

)(16$)
2 5
(6$) (1?$)

'16 9%

Total 34 2? 34 29 19 30 173 100

As Table 2 6 shows, the percentage of the respondents

who insist that ancestral worship should be thoroughly for-

bidden is 20%, and those who insist that it should be allow-

ed is 17%. But the percentage who respect the rituals of other

religions is 54%. After all, When we regard those results as

being evidence of an inclination that it is more desirable to

think how to establish the position of Christianity and how

to root out other religions from Christianity, we can say that

a number of believers insist on dealing with other cultures

and religions more carefully.

f. The Matter of a Harmony Between the Memorial
Service and Ancestral Worship

rJp to now, the church permitted us to perform a memorial

service on our parent's death day. Of course, we can see it

as one of the phenomenon that occurs when Confucianism meets
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Christianity. So let’s analyze the view of general believers

whether or not they think that this memorial service can be

harmonized with ancestral worship.

Table 2 ? Concerning the Harmony Between the Christian

Memorial Service and Ancestral Worship

(Question 26 for the General Congregation)

26. Do You Think that the Memorial Service Can Be

Harmonized with Ancestral Worship?

Seoul
A B

Chungchung
A B

Kyun
A

gsang
B

Total of
7°

a

.

Never 9
(27-0

13
(WO

11
(32*)

ll

(38/0
13
(68/)

16
(53/0

73 42/

b.

to
Have to
do

try 21

( 62'*)
9
(3370

22
(65/0

12

(41/0
6

(32*)
8

(2770
78 45/

c

.

Must do so 3

(970

4

(15*)
1

(3/0

4

(14/0
6

(20*)
18 11/

d. indifference 1

(2/) (4/)
2

(7/0

4 2/

Total 34 2? 34 29 19 30 173 100/

In Table 27 » concerning the question of a harmony be-

tween the Christian memorial service and the Confucian ser-

vice, 42/ reply that they can't be harmonized, but 45% re-

ply they must try to do so. Also, the respondents who reply

that they must harmonize are 11/, so we see evidence that

people demand more of a new thing than the present method.
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Therefore, it seems that this problem must be examined care-

fully by biblical, theological and cultural perspectives.

Table 28 shows the responses of the demands for a new cere-

mony.

Table 28 The Manner of a Harmony Between the Memorial

Service and Ancestral Worship (Question 27) \

27- If the Memorial Service and Ancestral Worship

Are Combined

Seoul
A B

Chungchung
A B

Kyungsang
A B

Total %

a. Bov/ to the
photo at the
service

2

(2%)
1

(4%)
5

U5%)
1

(3%)
3 12
(10%)

7%

b. Unbelievers
only bow ?6%) (18%)

4
(12%) (17%) (4??;)

6

(20%)
31 18%

c. Believers
pray during the
worship

22
(65%)

15
(56%)

22
(64%)

18
(63%)

10
(53%)

21
(70%)

108 62%

d. indifference 8

(23%)
6

(22%)
3

(9%)
5

(17%)
22 13%

Total 34 27 34 29 39 30 173 100%

According to the response, if the memorial service and

ancestral worship are combined, people who want believers

to pray at religious service are 62%, and 18% want unbeliev-

ers only to bow. This indicates that they want ancestral wor-

ship combined with Christian worship.

Next, the response about personal opinions concerning
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the system of ancestral worship is as folios:

i. .

j

1. Reform the old style to fit current Christianism.

2. Reform it to harmonize the conflict "between Christian

faith and ancestral worship.

3- Although the purity of filial piety deteriorated, the

memorial service is equivalent to ancestral worship as

a part of filial piety.

4. Tell positively 'the right manner' of ancestral wor-

ship to help the people who have conflicts concerning

ancestral worship.

5. Recognize the right meaning of sncestral worship correct-

ly-

6. Promote the kind of services which differ from the wor-

ship of idols.

7. Serve one's living parents more courteously.

The responses of the general believers in Kyongsang-do

:

1. Ancestral worship is one of the minimum family ceremo-

nies. It has an educational effect in teaching descen-

dants the roots of the family and concept of filial

piety.

2. Develop it in harmony with the reality.

3- Transmit the model to descendants of the mind of filial
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piety.

4. According to simplicity and reality, the procedures

must be reformed.

5- Ancestral worship can make people respect the harmony

of the family and the thought of order.

1

As was mentioned above, I investigated and analyzed

the responses of general believers concerning ancestral wor-

ship. As a result of this, I think Christians in Korea have

a problem concerning ancestral worship. But many believers

regard ancestral worship as a mark of filial piety and as a

traditional Korean customs . They prefer to improve it

through deep study whether ancestral worship should be pro-

hibited. This is the reality and the problem.



CHAPTER VI

THE COMPARISON OP GENERAL ESTIMATION BETWEEN CHRISTIAN
SERVICE AND CONFUCIAN ANCESTRAL WORSHIP

A. The Comparison of the Procedure of Christian Service

and Confucian Service

I compared Christian service with

the following table.

ancestral worship in

*The Comparison of the Procedure of Christian Service

and Ancestral Worship in Confucianism

Table 29 Differences

I'roce- Keligion
(Lire Name Christianity Con fuc i an i sm

* The Object of lhe Heavenly Lord

wo rsh i p

lhe spirit of ancestor

"lhe arrangement
of the altar there is no preparing

special altar for the

service to God, hut a

pulpit is needed

\ n altar for the t a h 1 e t s

,

pointing to the south

‘The place of Church
worship

Wooden floor of the

room of the house

’Congregation Christians family members and
r e 1 a t ives

’Time of Worship on Sunday , mainly
in the daytime at 1 or 2 o'clock

a.m. on the anniversary

’Chief sacrifice!' None ihe eldest son in a

d i roc t fa’ii i 1 y line of
the ancestor

’
1

1 r e s i <1 e r A minister

137

Any literate person
of the family
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* Order of in-
v oca lion of
1 he spirit None Observed

* A r rar g i ng the

dishes of food ivot necessary Needed

* 0 rd e r of
offering t he

f o od None Observed with the
reading of prayer

* Ca 1 1 of worship God calls the people 1 be peo i 1 e ca 11 the
spirit.

’Confession of
fa i t h To God To none

* Chan ting lly inn s lo thank for None

* Con f ess i on

of sin
To be made Not. necessary

‘Reading
sc r

i p t a res 1 o read the Bible Not rveessary

* Pray cr for
blessing

Ihere is a prayer to

bring -God's blessing
None

’Bowing or
Pros (ration None Many times

Table 30 Simi la ri t i es

Proce- Religion Chri st inn i ty Con f uc i an i sin

dure Name

Atl i tude Gratefulness lo 1 hank for God's to t hard parents lor
Grace their love

?
(

Ea rnestness io ho po i n s l he sacri Pi cer prepares
himself with whole-
hear ted ness. He per-
forms his a b.l u t i on s for
the sacrifice.
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blood
re 1 a t i on Christians are united

by I'ailb as brothers
by the bJood of Jesus

lelatives d e s r oncl e

d

I t oiii
,

nr co - f o r

In | ro- Contribution They express their

ceilnre or offertory devotion by contri
bit ting

They o\ i ress their
filial piety by

offering the food

Introducer There is an introduce!
of service and it is

led by him.

ihere is a presider
by whom ttie service
is J e d o

J n tbe
W e s 1 1 I t s

they experience Cod's
Grace. The faith is
enhanced with n e

w

resolution.

Through dead ancestors,
tbe solidarity among
the la mi I ly members
is for 'non

B. The meaning of Idolatry in Christianity

Preaching the gospel in Korea, the Protestant missionary

regarded ancestral worship as idolatry and prohibited it.

Therefore, we must examine if the Christian viewpoint for

the ancestral worship in Confucianism is right or not.

1. From the Biblical Viewpoint

In Hebraism idolatry means to believe in some other

substitute for God Himself .

^ The. Old Testament says that

to worship idols or to make icons is the most malicious

2 3
deed. Of course, to bow to them is not allowed in the Bible.

While Israelites believed in God, after Moses died they

almost always worshipped idols before Israel gave fall to



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

PRESENTATION OF A NEW DIRECTION FOR SACRIFICIAL RITE
FROM THE CHRISTIAN POINT-OF-VIEW

Until now I have pointed out the injustice of prohibiting

a Confucian memorial service from the Christian point-of view.

It is unreasonable that all Confucian memorial services are

to be prohibited owing to the possibility that they may have

some superstitious elements. In a sense, a Confucian memoral

service may be more ethical than any other one. (It has always

been the manifestation of filial piety and human affection.

)

A filial act may be regarded as a good deed in the Bible itself.

And there is no reason a Confucian memorial service is to be

prohibited. The debate over, the prohibition has been under

way among the pastors and Christians as well. The following

statistical table shows us some of the Christians’ opinions

toward the prohibition of a Confucian service.

Table 31
The Viewpoint Banning the Ancestral Service in
in Christianity

Seoul Chungchung Kyungsang Total %
A BA

pros 9 15 18
(27%) (56%) ( 53$)

b. cons 4

(12%)

2

(8%)

B A B

17

(59%)

14

(74%)
21

(70%)
94 54%

1

(3%)

2

(7%)
9 5%

152
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c. There 20 9needs to the (58/) ( 33/)more serious
consideration
in the decision

,

16 10 5(W) (34/) ( 26%)
7 67

(23%)
39%

d indifferenc e 1
( 3%)

1

(3%)
1

(W
Total 34 27 34 29 19

3 2%

30 173 100/,

About 59 percent of the people who have answered the

questionnaire regard the prohibition as reasonable. But nearly all

of them are those who have been baptized and have led Christian

lives. About 39 percent of the baptized Christians insist that

the decision should have been made more deliberately. And, about

5 percent of the people are the cons. The rest of the people,

exclusive of the cons, make up 46 percent. Maybe, these people,

many of whom are baptized Christians, think that the decision

should have been made more deliberately. And, furthermore, from

the fact that in the Protestant churches each service offered

varies from church to church, we can know that the Christian

service itself doesn't have a deep-rooted and unified form.

The statistical research is as follows;

Table 32' The Viewpoint Concerning the Manners of
Enacting Memorial Service

a. To offer a
service with a
photograph hung
and candles lit

b. with a photo- ^

graph phung and
( ^c/)

candles lit on ' D ' 0)

the table set
with offerings

685
( 22%) (23?S) (17"/.)

6 5
(18/.) (17%)

Kyungsang Total %
A B

4 28 16%
(13%)

3 19 11/
( 10/)

Seoul Chungchung
B J A B

5
(15/)
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c. With only a
photograph hung 3

(9/0 (5/0
6

( 20/)
2

(11/0
2

(7/0
15 'eS.CO

d. With only a
table set with
offerings

8

(23/0 ( 26/0
vO'g'i.

oo
l

—1

1

(3/0
8

(42/)
6

(20/)
36 21/

e. To offer a
service pre-
paring nothing

8 12 6 12 9 15 62 36/

f. Indifference 5
(1570

2

(7/0
6

(18/0
13 " 8/

Total 34 27 34 29 19 30 173 100/

The statistical table shown above reveals that the Christian

churches in Korea do not have a unified form or pattern of a

memorial service. The following table is a questionnaire

distributed among baptized Christians to elicit their opinions

about a memorial service and its purport.

The Viewpoint on Sacrificial Service
Table 33 by Baptised Members

Seoul
A B

Chungehung
A B

Kyungsang
A B

Total /

a. A service
is the con-
tinuous
practice of a
filial act

27
(79/0

21
(78/0

30
(88/)

24
(83/0

12
(63/0

27
(9/0

141 82/

b . For the sac-
rofocer's name'
s sake

2

(6/)
2

(7/0
4

(12/0
1

(3/0
3

(16/)
1

(3/0
13 8/

c. For a
blessing (6/)

1

(4/)
2

(7/0
i

—1
C\2

2

(7/0

11 6/

d. To ward off
misfortune (6/) dw 5 3/

e. Indifference 1

(3/0
2

(7/0
3 1/

Total 34 2? 34 29 19 30 173 100/
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82$ regarded it a? an extension of filial piety like the

chart 33* 1 regard to the problem of combining sacrificial

rituals and memorial services, the numbers are sure to be down

to 567°

-

When Christianity faces Korean tradition, it

lightens the traditional culture with the gospel light on

this ultracultural point and gives new meaning inevitably.

I intend to show the trends in this work in this chapter.

A. The Attitude toward Sacrificial Rituals in Catholicism

The biggest cause of oppression in the Catholic Church

is the friction stemming from sacrificial rituals and

Confucianism. ^ It was the prohibiton of the sacrificial rituals

of ancesters that Nowadays, Catholicism prescribes that

sacrificial rituals are not helpful in their missionary work

2
and for evangelism, however, it permits it as a folk ceremony.'’

This is the instruction of the Vatican; thus, sacrificial

rituals are permitted according to the characteristics stated

on December, 19314 To worship confucius and to sacrifice

to ancesters is the only folk ceremony which expresses filial

piety to ancestors in present times which reflect a transition
a

from an epoch of folk spirit customs. J

After that in 1940, Korean bishops instructed their

connects to what things are rare superstitions in the following

4
manner

:
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Permissible Mourning-Sacrificial Ceremony in Korea

1. It is possible to bow in front of a corpse, or the picture

of the dead person. Only the name can be written on the

tomb stone. This is like the European custom of

praying for a dead person in front of the corpse.

2. It is possible to burn incense in front of the corpse and

to offer a sacrifice.

3- it is possible to prepare the foods for sacrificial Ritual

This is for the memory of the dead spirit;

Perfectly forbidden Mourning : Sacrificial ceremony

in Catholic.

1. banhap: the ceremony to put in the mouth of the dead

person meal, rice, shells, pearls, etc.

2. Not to be able to prepare messengers' table

3- bibok: the ceremony of invocation to the spirit of a

dead person by taking off his clothing and shouting

out his name three times torward the north over

a roof or high hill.

4. hapmun

:

The believer closes the door and goes out for a

moment while the spirit of the ancestor eats

the sacrificial foods.

5- The funeral oration of Confucianism.
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This prescribes how to distinguish what to permit and

what to forbid in the service from death till mourn-sacrif icial

rituals, and in the service for the parents on third day,

seventh day, thirtieth. It prescribes in addition both small

and great fortunes for parents on the death anniversary.

Namely, they are prescribing the active participation of citizens

in recovering the beautiful customs which our ancestors have

kept and which are reflected in these religious ceremonies.

E. The New Trend of Sacrificial Ceremony in Protestantism

Among Korean Protestants, Presbyterians are the largest

group. By statistical data from the Ministry of culture and

Information, January 1, 1985 . the number of church members is

3?13 »
snd religious workers (ministers) 2416 and the number

of the believers 1.08 million. (I belong to this association).

There are many deficits despite its scale.

The writer would like to suggest a new direction to

evangelism by making ancestral worship not a stepstone

but a medium available for Christianity and also would

like to interprete sacrificial ceremony on the viewpoint

of Christianity so that we may not regard Christianity as

Occidental culture and not to feel heterogeneity for it.


